
 

 

Stylesheet 

Please send your articles both in PDF and in Ms Word/RTF. Make sure the work is not 
copyrighted, published or submitted elsewhere (unless substantially re-worked). Make 
sure to use a Unicode font, line space 1.5 and letter size 12 pt. 

Title  

The title should be informative yet concise and describe the content of your article. 
Avoid specialist abbreviations.  

Author information 

Provide first name, middle name, and surname of the author(s). If initials are preferred, 
provide these instead of full names. Affiliations should include:  

Department 

University/organization 

City 

Postal code 

State/province (if applicable)  

Country  

 

Abstract  

Provide an abstract that summarizes the content of the article and its main results. It 
should not exceed 200 words.  

Keywords  

List four- five keywords for the work, separated by commas.  

Symbols and abbreviations  

Special symbols, abbreviations, and acronyms should be defined at their first 
occurrences in the article. For books in the Bible, do not abbreviate.  

Index 

When your article has been accepted and edited, you will be asked to provide an index 
(information how to index will be given in due time).  

 
Transliteration 
 
Transliterations of non-Western scripts must be convertible back to the source text and 



 

 

the chosen system must be used consistently throughout.  

For Arabic, please use the following system for the consonants, unless a different 
system better suit the aim of your work: 

ʾ b t ṯ ǧ/j    ḫ d ḏ r z s š             ʿ ġ f q k l m n h w y  
 

For short and long vowels use:  

                   

For Hebrew, use the following transliteration of consonants: 

ʾ                   y k l m n s ʿ               t 

As to vowels, make sure to use a system which makes the transliteration convertible 
back to the Hebrew script: a (            (      ); e (  gol      (     ) etc. As to final forms 
and defective writing, the author is to decide what system best serves the purpose of 
the work. 

For Aramaic and Syriac-Aramaic please use the following system for the consonants: 

ʾ                               ʿ                  

 

For short and long vowels use (and emphatic/non emphatic state):  

                 

 

For any other non-Western script, use an established system of transcription.  

Greek letters do not have to be transliterated but can be quoted in the Greek script.  

 
 
In your footnotes, please use the following system: 
 
Quoted sources should be listed in footnotes (not in the running text), according to the 
following style:  
 
surname of the author, abbreviated title, page. Example: 
 
Griffith, Bible in Arabic, 134-35 
 
G  ff     “T   Go        A    c ” 304-305 
 
Jastrow, Dictionary, vol. 2, 1094 
 
Blau, A Grammar, vol. 1, 137 (§ 79) 



 

 

 
 
Please do not use ibid., but repeat the reference. 
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